
Little Valley Animal Shelter (RSPCA Devon) needs help both to raise
awareness of our cause in our local area and to raise funds. By
volunteering at, or organising an event local to you, you will represent
the Charity, offer practical support and help us to spread the word about
our work. allowing us to help even more animals in need every day. 

 A personal and friendly manner

 The ability to stand for a couple of hours at a time

 Confidence to interact with the public

 Flexibility to be called upon when needed

 An honest and trustworthy nature

This is an ‘as needed’ role and we will get in touch with you when there are 
opportunities available in your area. Within the role you could do one, or all, 
of the following activities:  

Volunteer Role Description 

Community Events Volunteer

Why do we need your help?

What will I be doing?

Attend and organise events, such as sponsored walks, fetes and
awareness stands to represent Little Valley.  

Attend Charity collection days to help raise vital funds. 

Tasks at each event will vary from carrying a collection bucket,
selling raffle tickets or merchandise, looking after a stall, handing
out flyers, selling refreshments etc.  

You will be the ‘face’ of the Charity locally and will be able to tell
people about our work and how they can support us.  

We contact you as and when events come up to check your
availability. 

What skills/experience do I need?

How much of my time would you like?
This is a flexible and ad hoc role so it's difficult to predict how much help we
will need. However we  would like you to be contactable and ready to help
with reasonable notice.  Of course we understand it depends on the timing of
community events in your area and your availability. 

Little Valley 
Animal Shelter

THE FACTS:

 We are an independent branch of
the RSPCA responsible for raising

all funds locally.
 

We rescue, rehabilitate and rehome
upwards of 600 unwanted or

neglected animals per year.
 

The animals we care for include
dogs, cats, rodents, rabbits, ferrets,

pet birds and poultry. 

We pride ourselves on being a
caring, knowledgeable and

trustworthy source of animal
related help for local people. 



How will I be trained and supported?

You will receive a full induction to Little Valley
Animal Shelter and the part you'll be playing to
help.  

You will have a member of staff as a named
contact who will support you and answer any
queries you have. 

You will be given any equipment necessary to
carry out your role, and we'll consider any
additional requests for materials/expenses on a
case-by-case basis. 

The satisfaction of knowing that you are making a difference to the lives of
animals who have suffered neglect at the hands of humans or are no
longer wanted.   

Utilising your existing skills as well as developing and learning new ones.

The opportunity to meet new people and speak to people about the
important work Little Valley in doing for animals in Devon. 

Little Valley Animal Shelter will act as a referee for you after successful
completion of six months volunteering. 

What can I gain from volunteering with you?  

Where will I be based? 
Primarily in your own local community, although we will ask you to come
to the Shelter for your induction and to learn more about us before you get
started. We'll also expect you to be able to travel to events held at the
Shelter and in other locations in Devon within reason. 

Contact Amy Brown, Branch Administrator on 01392 690283
Or email abrown@rspca-littlevalley.org.uk
Or write to: Little Valley Animal Shelter, Black Hat Lane, Bakers Hill, Exeter, EX2 9TA

How do I apply?

www.rspca-littlevalley.org.uk Charity No. 205154


